FOIN: a nominative information occultation function.
This article is intended to show that a great amount of work has to (and will) be done in terms of security for the healthcare information system community. Some very promising results have already been obtained in France, especially at CNAMTS, for providing the required security and privacy of nominative information in the context of future electronic exchanges between private/public hospital and CNAMTS, the french biggest mandatory healthcare insurance. FOIN, a robust anonymisation function, is just an example of such recent progress that traduces the french national engagement towards more flexible interconnection between various authorised healthcare information systems in close conjunction with more and more reliable and secure procedural and technical requirements. Firstly, the legal and medical needs for so strong anonymisation functions are described; secondly, the most important security requirements of these sensible functions are detailed and, lastly, the main security and implementation features of FOIN are globally indicated.